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l / f  noise in homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
media 

L.K.J. Vandamme and Gy. Trefan 

Abstract: Some experimental techniques for low-frequency resistance noise measurements are 
discussed. The criterion for using a low-noise current amplifier instead of voltage amplifier is given. 
A distinction is made between contact and bulk resistance contributions to the observed llfnoise. 
The merits and difficulties of the application of the empirical relation for the lif noise in 
homogeneous and inhomogeneous media are addressed. The criterion that lif noise in 
homogeneous samples can only be detected for a number of free carriers N < l O I 4  is calculated. 
The authors explain why the enhanced Ilf noise, due to poor crystal quality, current crowding at 
contacts or at grain boundaries, and at inhomogeneous internal interfaces can be used as a 
diagnostic tool for quality and reliability assessment of electronic devices. 

List of symbols 

Hooge's lif noise parameter (relative lif 
noise in the conductance normalised for 
carrier number and frequency) [dimen- 
sionless] 
relative lif noise for ohmic samples 
normalized a 1 Hz for bias condition 
and frequency (at 1 Hz) [dimensionless] 
If noise coefficient for unit area (C, = 

diffusion coefficient, its fluctuations 
[cm2s-'] 
comer frequency of thermal and llfnoise, - for current fluctuations, - for voltage 
fluctuations [Hz] 
transconductance, its fluctuations [mAM 
conductance, its fluctuations [a-'] 
current density, adjoint current density 
[A/cm2 in 3-dimensional case, A/cm in 2- 
dimensional case] 
Boltnnann constant [Joule/K] or [eV/K] 
mobility, - due to lattice scattering, - 
due to impurity scattering [cm2/Vs] 
number, effective number of charge 
carriers [dimensionless] 
resistance, its average, its fluctuations [a] 
equivalent noise resistance of an amplifier 

input resistance of voltage, current am- 
plifier [Q] 
resistivity, its fluctuations [a cm] 
spectrum of resistence, current. voltage 
fluctuations [Q2/Hz, A2/Hz, V2/Hz]. 
spectrum of the equivalent noise at the 
input of the amplifier [v2/Hz] 
spectrum of thermal noise voltage, cur- 
rent [V2/Hz, A2/Hz] 
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c> 6 4 t )  
T, 6T(4 temperature on the absolute scale, its 

z 
0th 

conductivity, its fluctuations [(a cm)-'] 

fluctuations [K] 
collision time of charge carriers [SI 
thermal velocity of charge carriers [anis] 

1 Introduction 

Although we do not know much about the origin of lif 
noise, it can be used as a complementary diagnostic tool for 
the quality assessment of a semiconductor material or 
device [l]. lif Noise is named after its typical inverse 
proportionality between spectral values and frequency; it is 
a fluctuation in the conductivity. One school of thought 
says it is due to number fluctuations of the charge carriers 
and the other school of thought considers it due to mobility 
fluctuations. Our point of view is biased towards a bulk 
origin where mobility fluctuations are the origin of the 
conductance fluctuations. The lifnoise is often described in 
terms of Hooge's empirical relation, where the lif noise 
parameter u plays an important role [2-71. Other groups 
often interested only in low-frequency noise in MOS 
transistor consider I f  noise to be a surface phenomenon, 
where the conductance fluctuation stems from trapping and 
detrapping of free carriers close to the silicon/silicon dioxide 
interface. The If noise-dependence of the spectrum is 
calculated from a superposition of Lorentzians [S-lo]. 
Weismann, among others, attributes the lif noise to defect 
motion in the bulk of the material [Ill. In 1976 Voss and 
Clarke presented an explanation for the llf like noise based 
on temperature fluctuations [12]. Kleinpenning showed that 
temperature fluctuations do not explain real lf noise in 
semiconductors over a large range of frequencies [13]. No 
serious models exist for lif noise in metals that invoke 
number fluctuations. The proposed physical origins for the 
mobility fluctuations in metals are different and depend on 
the school of thought see for example [14]. A fundamental 
quantum-mechanical explanation of the noise was proposed 
by Handel [15]. Rejections of this theory are given in [16- 
191. 

This paper is an introduction to the topic and is partially 
based on lecture notes about lif noise given at the 
University of Montpellier since 1987, at Eindhoven 
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University of Technology, at the University of Bordeaux in 
1998, at the University of Uppsala in 1999, and at EPFL 
Lausanne in 2000 [20, 211. 

2 

2. I Two-point measurements 

2. I. 7 Measuring resistance fluctuations from 
current or voltage fluctuations: Consider a sample 
with fluctuating resistance R = R + SR(t) with two con- 
tacts only in a circuit (Fig. 1) and biased by a noise-free 
battery U and a series resistance RV that has thermal noise 
only. What is measured as SV or SI often is different from 
an open-circuit voltage noise obtained from a perfect 
current source or a short-circuit current noise obtained from 
a perfect voltage source, respectively. 

In Fig. 1. we observe the voltage noise SV by an 
ideal voltage amplifier B and the current noise SI 
by an ideal current amplifier A in series with the sample. 
For the input resistance of the voltage and current 
amplifiers holds RiB>>RRVI(R + RV) and RiA << R+RV, 
respectively. The current fluctuations SZ, caused by 
sample resistance fluctuations dR, are computed from 
Ohm's law I= UI(R+RV) by logarithmic differentiation. 
Similarly, the voltage fluctuations SV, due to the sample 
resistance fluctuations, are obtained by logarithmic differ- 
entiation of V = ZR = UN(R + RI,). For 6111 and 6 MI/ 
we obtain: 

Calculated resistance spectra SR from SV or SI 

and 

- 

Fig. 1 Bias circuit for measuring resistancejuctuations of R with 
ideal rzoise-jiree voltage umpl@er B and ideal noise-free current 
amplger A 
R = R + G R  

eqns. l a  and lb show that the current and voltage 
fluctuations are anticorrelated because they are fully 
correlated but with a different sign. An increase in resistance 
R leads to a decrease in current I with an increase in voltage 
drop V. These relations hold for quasistatic changes in R 
around its average value R .  After band-pass filtering, 
squaring and averaging, it also holds for the spectral values 
of SR(t), dZ(t) and SV(t). Considering fluctuations due to 
resistance fluctuations only and ignoring the thermal noise 
and proper noise of low-noise amplifiers we obtain the 
following from eqns. la and lb: 

4 

and 

The correction factors due to the bias conditions are always 
smaller than one. On top of the fluctuations caused by 
resistance fluctuations in R, we will observe the thermal 
noise and contribution of the noise of the amplifiers. If RV 
tends to zero, this highest value for SI is observed and SV 
tends zero as can be seen from eqns. 2a and 2b. Ths is the 
so-called short-circuit limit and only current fluctuations are 
observed. Only then do we find relative current fluctuations 
equal to the relative resistance fluctuations, 

(3) 

For RV>>R, keeping Z = U/(R + RV) constant, S, tends to 
zero as can be seen from eqn. 2a and we are in the so-called 
open-circuit limit and only voltage fluctuations are observed 
and only then we find 

(4) 

The maximum value for Sv for a fixed maximum value of 
battery voltage is calculated from dSVldRV = 0 with 
SV= U2R$SR/(R+ RV)4. The highest value for SV will be 
observed for Rv = R .  The maximum is given by 

If no low-noise current amplifier is available, current 
fluctuations can be measured with a voltage amphfier just 
like a current can be measured with a voltmeter across a 
small, precise series resistance. For R ~ c c  R with SI= SV/R$, 
from eqn. 2b SViV2 = Sx/R2$Rv/R)2 holds, and it follows 
that SI/12 = Sx/R = SV/(RVI) , where Sv is measured either 
across RV or R (which will give the same result), although 
the DC voltage drop across RVand R can be quite different. 

2.7.2 Determining the corner frequency below 
which 7/f noise merges: The thermal noise ofthe bias 
resistor RV and the sample R will always be the dominant 
noise at higher frequencies. Hence, without taking into 
account the noise properties of the amplifiers and the 
influence of the impedances RiB and RIA we find 

4kTRvR 
R + R v  SMh = ___ (6a)  

and 

The so-called comer frequency jiV or fL.[ is the frequency at 
which the llfnoise S v  or SI and the white noise Svrh or s/th 

contributions are equal, respectively. The llf noise of the 
resistor can be written as 

(7) 

with Cly a dimensionless coefficient often between 
C,, < lop6. The lif noise in samples with a C,, 

< is hardly observable due to competition of thermal 
noise even at extreme bias conditions and samples with C,, 
2 lop6 often shows other types of noise (random telegraph 
signal noise, RTS) on top of the llfnoise. Then the corner 
frequency f c V  from eqns. 2b, 6a and 7 for the voltage 
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amplifier is as follows: 

(8) 
U2R VRCI if 

f c v  = ( R  + R v ) ~ ~ ~ T  

For f c ,  of the ideal current amplifier an expression holds 
which is different from eqn. 8. It is calculated from eqns. 2a, 
6b and 7:  

U2R2C1/f 
(Rv  + R)34kT 

f c i  = (9) 

As can be seen from eqns. 8 and 9, both jcv and .fcl and 
hence the frequency range in which to study the resistance 
fluctuations shrinks with increasing values of R and Rv. The 
maximum value for LV applying a low noise voltage 
amplifier and a fixed battery voltage U is calculated from 
dfcvldRV = 0 and leads to the condition Rv = R/2. This 
condition is slightly different from the condition RV = R 
for a maximum in the value of Sv. With only a current 
amplifier in Fig. 1, Rv = 0 is chosen, and then follows 
that the ideal current amplifier is always a better choice then 
an ideal voltage amplifier to study conductance noise 
because 

fcv4kT/U2Cll f  = RvR/(Rv + R)3  < fc ,4kT/U2Cll f  = 1/R 

(10) 
Ignoring the fact that current amplifiers and voltage 
amplifiers are nonideal leads to the wrong conclusion that 
current amplifiers always result in corner frequencies at least 
27/4 times higher than voltage amplifiers. Current amplifiers 
are in general the best choice when the sample resistance is 
of the same order of magnitude or larger than the input 
impedance of the voltage amplifier (R > RIB) .  

2.2 Four-point measurements, how to 
suppress contact noise 
The noise in the conductivity is often contaminated by an 
extra noise contribution at the contacts. The contact noise 
contribution can be reduced [22] in a sample provided with 
a pair of current (Dl,&) and a pair of voltage contacts (Ql, 

Q2) (see Fig. 2). If the input resistance of the amplifier 
R, > R(Rv+ rl + r2)/(R + Rv+ rl -t r2), then the following 
equations hold: 

12SR 
S" = 

(1 + R / ( R v  + ri + ~ 2 ) ) ~  

+ I?$, 

(1 + ( R ~  + ~1 + r 2 ) / ~ ) ~  

S, represents the resistance fluctuations between the sensing 
contacts Q1 and Q2. S,, and Sr2 are the uncorrelated contact 
noise between the driver and sensor contacts DIQl and 
D2Q2 respectively. Normally we wish to suppress the 
influence of SVl and Sr2. Keeping the same current I by 
increasing U and R V  the contact contributions can be 
reduced (see eqns. l l a  and Ilb. By contrast, for Rv -+O, 
mainly contact noise is observed as can be seen from eqns. 
I l a  and 116. 

ui::: Q2 QIP '2 

I I'i 

Q2 

I 
D2 

Fig. 2 
and 0 2 )  and a pair of sensor electrodes (Ql and Q2) 

Four-probe conjgurution with a pair of noisy drivers (Dl 

r1 = FI + 6l", ; r2 = i5 + br2 

However, contact noise reduction or assessment is not 
that trivial, as mentioned above. If the samples kave only 
one pair of contacts, as in FETs or MOSFETs, there is only 
one way to distinguish between contact noise and bulk 
noise: by applying an L-array [23,24]. An L-array is a set of 
samples submitted to homogeneous fields all having the 
same width but different lengths L between contacts. Then 
it is assumed in the analysis that the resistance R and the 
resistance noise S, scale with L while the contact 
contribution is independent of L. 

For a single sample with one pair of current driver 
contact D1, 0 2  and one pair of sensor contacts Q1, Q2, with 
the variable Rcrmethod we can detect whether or not the 
contact noise contributions are dominant on the bulk 
contribution. By changing U and RV together and keeping 
about an average current through the sample constant, we 
suppress the noise contribution of the current carrying 
contacts as can be seen from eqn. llb. If the noise is 
dominated by the part in between the sensor contacts, Svl 
V2 should not change in this experiment ( I  constant; U and 
Rv increasing). However, this does not mean that a noise 
contribution of the sensor contacts Ql and Q2, is excluded! 
Although the sensor contacts Q,, Q2 do not pass a current 
out of the sample through the amplifier in Fig. 2 there can 
be a current through this contact entering and leaving at the 
rims and not going out of the contacts. This contact noise is 
not suppressed by a four-point probe analysis with the 
variable RY-method. Therefore, the sensor contacts must 
also be high quality, low noise and must not be silver-paint 
contacts. The best way to avoid contact noise contributions 
from D I ,  D2, Q1, Q2 is to put Q1 , Q2 in a field and current 
density free area of the sample and not in a current path. A 
cross-shaped sample as shown in [25] is a satisfactory 
compromise between a good suppression of the possible 
contact noise at the current driving electrodes D1, D2, and 
sensors Ql, Q2 and an increase of thermal noise at the 
sensors by contact arms which are too long. Ths will be 
explained in Section 5.3 in terms of the dot product of 
current density and adjoint current densities. 

3 llfnoise 

The physical origin(s) of llfnoise are still unknown. 

3. I 
(a) It is a fluctuation in the conductivity (ha) already present 
in thermo-equilibrium: even for I = 0. SRcc IiJ; it already 
exists [4]. Passing a noise-free DC or AC current from a 
current source through the sample translates the resistance 
fluctuations into voltage fluctuations as follows: 

What do we know about l / f  noise? 
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For AC current excitations with a carrier frequency 0, 
considering a value of 6R at o1 in the resistance fluctuations 
we find the following for the voltage fluctuations: 

SV(t)  =Isin(w,t) . SR(t) . cos(wlt) 
=( 1/2)ISR(t) . [sin(w, + w l ) t  

+ sin(w, - w l ) t ]  (13) 

By applying an AC current, a modulation of the carrier by 
6R(t) is observed in voltage fluctuations. T h s  is the origin of 
low-frequency phase noise very close to the carrier 
frequency in amplifiers and oscillators. Around the carrier 
frequency the so-called l/(df) noise appears [4], as indicated 
by the sum and the difference in frequency from eqn. 13. 
This llfnoise is nowadays often the strongest contribution 
to the so-called phase noise at frequencies beyond 1 GHz 
close to the carrier frequency. 
(b) The conductivity fluctuations cannot be caused by 
temperature fluctuations (61) [4, 261. This is because 
samples with a negligibly small temperature coefficient have 
the same llfnoise as samples with a normal temperature 
coefficient, while the temperature coefficient enters the 
model as a factor. For p K T B  (‘J > 0) and the free carrier 
concentration n independent of T, we find with R cc lip 
cc T B  that 

In the limit for the temperature coefficient f i -0 no 
temperature-induced llf noise should be observed. The 
experimental results on constantan and manganin with p -+ 
0 [26] show the same llfnoise as in other metals with a 
normal value of p = 1. 
(c) The Ilfnoise is omnipresent. It is observed well above 
room temperature, but also at sub-Kelvin temperature [27]. 
It has been observed in metals (solid as well as liquid), in 
single as well as poly-crystalline and amorphous semicon- 
ductors, in optical fibres (llf fluctuations in the extinction 
coefficient), magnetic materials and magneto resistances 
and in devices such as photodiodes, solar cells, bipolar 
transistors, FETs, MOSFETs, in the optical output of laser 
diodes, and it is notorious in electrical contacts. It also exists 
in non-electronic systems like loudness in music and 
heartbeat fluctuations or in a surface roughness measured 
along a line where f denotes reciprocal wavelength [28]. 
( d )  It very often is a volume-effect (bulk effect) in metals 
and semiconductors [2-7, 29, 301. Surdin [31] and Bell [32] 
proposed a relation for the relative variance in voltage 
across a sample submitted to a constant current in a limited 
bandwidth inversely proportional to the volume Vol of the 
sample 

detection problems become dominant in samples with N > 
1014, as will be calculated in Section 4, eqn. 33. This is due 
to the competition of thermal noise and the llfnoise limited 
by the maximum power that can be dissipated in the 
sample. Metal thin-film samples with N < IO9 often are 
inhomogeneous on a microscopic scale. This results in a 
noise increase due to current crowding on a microscopic 
scale. In eqn. 16, N should be replaced by a lower effective 
value Veri as will be explained in the section on current 
crowding (Section 5). This value N&only can be calculated 
if the electric field is known even on a microscopic scale. If 
this is not the case llfnoise can better be expressed in Clr  
values or C,, = area x C,Finstead of a values. Normally a 
values observed in bulk n- and p-type Si at 77 K and 300 K 
for IZ = 3 x 1015cmP3, p = 6 x 10’5cm-3 are a = lop6 
[33]. Similar a values have been observed from llfnoise in 
silicon diodes, bipolar transistors and MOS transistors 
although the latters are typical surface devices [l, lo]. The 
parameter a is the contribution of one electron to the 
relative noise at 1 Hz assuming that the N electrons are 
uncorrelated fluctuators. 

The usefulness of eqn. 16 lies in the fact that a 
comparison in llfnoise in a values is made independent 
of the bias, frequency and size ( N )  of the device. The misuse 
of eqn. 16 to calculate a values from experimental results by 
overlooking the nonuniform current densities on a micro- 
scopic scale always leads to overestimation in terms of 
apparent a values, as shown by Vandamme et al. [I, 10, 30, 
34-36], so they represent no arguments against the validity 
of the empirical relation (eqn. 16) a values from well-defined 
structures are in the range 10P7<a< Values larger 
than lob2 often are apparent c( values and stem from 
calculations overlooking current crowding on a microscopic 
scale. Values lower than lop7 sometimes occur from 
analysis of results in bipolar transistors in hot electron 
regime applying too simple models. 

3.2 Meaning of I/N dependence in the 
empirical relation 
Let us try the mobility fluctuation noise source (6p) in a 
homogeneous sample with N free carriers to explain the 
resistance fluctuations. The conductance G, its average 
value G and the variance SG2 are proportional to G cx 
EL, pl and G 0: thus @ oc N G ,  because the 
fluctuations in pl  and pl are uncorrelated, so SplSp, = 0 
for i#j, respectively. Thus, the relative noise with N 
independent noise fluctuators is calculated as follows: 

2 B  (7) =fvol 
where B is a constant. In 1969 [2], in the publication ‘llf 
noise is no surface effect’, Hooge proposed an empirical 
relation for the lif noise in homogeneous resistors 
submitted to homogeneous fields 

For pure llf noise (frequency index y = 1) the C1r is a 
dimensionless parameter for comparing the noise indepen- 
dent of frequency and bias condition. N is the total number 
of carriers in the sample and a is a dimensionless llfnoise 
parameter. Eqn. 16 has been verified for platinum thm films 
with lo7 < N < 1014 and a = [29]. For gold films 
Hooge observed an a = 2,x loP3 [2]. As a rule of thumb, 

Hence, the l /N dependence for the relative noise is not a 
proof for number fluctuations 6N. However, in n-channel 
MOS transistors it is believed that llf noise stems from 
number fluctuations, (see for example [IO] and [37].) The 
variance is due to traps at the interface (with N,  traps 
occupied by electrons and P, empty traps). Biasing the 
MOS transistor above threshold voltage generally results in 
N, and P, smaller than N and the variance equals = 
min(Nt,Pt). N can be changed with the gate voltage and 
then a l/N2 dependence holds for the relative noise due to 
number fluctuations. Expressing the noise in, terms of the 
empirical relation then results in acc l /Vc with V; = 
I V, - the effective gate voltage: 
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In general for number fluctuations in semiconductors the 
Fermi statistics holds. For the generation-recombination 
noise between a single trap level and conduction or valence 
band, we find 

1 1 1 1  ==-+-+- 
SN2 Nt N pi 

Eqn. 19 shows the strong sensitivity of generation- 
recombination noise on the position of the Fermi level EF 
relative to the trap level. For either Nt --f 0 (empty trap 
levels well above Fermi level) or P, --f 0 (full trap levels far 
below Fermi level), the variance --f 0 and the 6N-noise 
disappears. llfNoise, on the other hand, is not sensitive at 
all to the position of the Fermi level as long as N remains 
constant. This is an indication, among others, that llfnoise 
is not a 6N noise (see next Section). 

3.3 Some l / f  noise problems 
(a) The spectral density Sv is divergent for f + 0. The 
experimental verification may need an infinite measuring 
time. The lowest frequency where the llfdependence was 
still observed was lO-’Hz. The variance of the llfnoise 
increases logarithmically with the measuring time t and is 
logarithcally divergent for f + 0 and f --f co . For pure 
llf noise the following holds for the variance in a 
bandwidthh-f; spanned by high limit frequency f ; ,  and low 
limit frequencyfi for S, = ALf: 

With the help of this relation, the llfnature of a noise signal 
in the microhertz range was verified by measuring the 
variance as a function of measuring time e.&. t s 3 x io5 s. 
Atfr = 3 x 1OP6Hz the spectral density of the noise signal 
was still found to be inversely proportional to the frequency 
[38]. The problem of the logarithmically divergent variance 
can be solved by introducing two comer frequencies: f l1  
where S, levels off forf<f,l, and a cut-off frequencyf,,, 
where S, o= llf’ with y > 1 forf >fch. Howeverhl andfch 
have never been observed experimentally. The l/f noise 
component normally disappears in the white noise (thermal 
or shot-noise) at high frequencies and a finite measuring 
time together with thermal stability and drift problems of 
DC-coupled amplifiers sets a limit to the analysis of‘ the 
lowest frequencies. 
(b) Is the llfnoise due to 6N or 6p origin and is it a surface 
or bulk phenomenon? The 6N school of thought believes in 
an interface origin for the lif noise. The 6p school of 
thought believes in the bulk origin and llffluctuations in 
the lattice-scattering mechanism. However, the search for a 
noise-reducing technology or biasing technique can not be 
successful if the physical origin of the llfnoise is not known. 
There is no generally accepted model on the origin for llf 
noise. Strong arguments for 6p are found in [3,4,7]. Here, 
only the lattice and impurity scattering experiments will be 
explained as arguments in favour of hp. The llf noise 
was investigated in samples with different ratios of 
scattering, i.e. impurity scattering and lattice scattering. 
The contribution of impurity scattering to the total 
scattering was varied by changing the impurity concentra- 
tion [3]. From Mathiessen’s rule it follows for the total 
mobility p due to lattice scattering p, and impurity 
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From the hypothesis that llf noise only is in lattice 
scattering, we calculate the following for the fluctuations 6p 
(6pkp = 0)  and in spectral values Sv/ V 2  in terms of CI values 
respectively from eqns. 21 and 16: 

Eqns. 23 and 24 have been verified ex erimentally [3] down 
to a reduction factor value (p/p$= 6N cannot 
explain these experimental results. The a value for pure 
lattice scattering depends on crystal lattice quality and can 
be as low as 3 x in silicon [l, 30, 331. More recent 
experimental results on thin-film MBE grown 111-V 
compounds are in agreement with ths  model [39, 401. This 
reduction in a with a reduction in p has been observed for 
surface scattering too [41]. Under hot electron conditions p 
is also decreased and a is also reduced [42]. 

A consequence of mobility fluctuations is a fluctuation 
in the diffusion coefficient. The Einstein relation Dip = kT/ 
q holds and hence we can expect llffluctuations in the 
diffusion coefficient too, as given by the following: 

(25) 

This explains why diodes and bipolar transistors, where the 
current transport is governed by diffusion, also exhibit l/f 
noise. In MOS transistors the transconductance g,,? is 
proportional to mobility and hence will fluctuate as 6gm/g,h 
= Sp/p. Other experimental evidence for mobility fluctua- 
tion stems from llfnoise in thermal voltage, Hall voltage, 
hot electrons and llfnoise in thn  samples with a different 
mixture of lattice and surface scattering. This can be found 
in [4]. 

4 
homogeneous resistors 

Criterion for observing l l fnoise in 

llf noise voltage exceeds the thermal noise and background 
noise of the amplifier only above a certain minimum power 
dissipated in the sample. In thn  metal and semiconductor 
films, power dissipation is limited by a maximum allowable 
temperature increase of the sample. The llfnoise voltage in 
homogeneous samples submitted to homogeneous fields 
exceeds the thermal noise and amplifier noise if the 
following holds (from eqn. 16): 

where V is the average voltage drop across the resistor 
R, L is the distance between the electrodes, and N the 
number of carriers. The equivalent noise resistance Re, of 
an amplifier is often given by a frequency independent part 
& and a l/f noise contribution below a comer frequency 
fc. The noise is represented at the input of an amplifier 

I 



by S q  = 4kTR, with 

R, = Ro(1 + f J f )  (27) 
fc is the corner frequency where the llfnoise and white 
noise contribution of the amplifier are equal. Two versions 
of eqn. 26 are considered under the conditions R, << R, 
and R = L21qpN for homogeneous samples submitted to 
homogeneous fields. One condition is given in terms of a 
critical electric field criterion E = VIL, which is appropriate 
for dielectric type of materials, and the other condition is in 
terms of a power density criterion pJ2, which is more 
appropriate for low ohmic materials like metal and 
semiconductor films: 

E2 > 4kTf /aqp or E > d- (28) 

pJ2 > 4kTfn/a (29) 
with p, J and n the resistivity, the current density and the 
free carrier concentration respectively. Eqns. 28 and 29 are 
independent of sample dimensions and N. Due to the low 
value of mobility in dielectric types of materials and low a 
values, the llfnoise is hard to detect forf > 1 Hz and for 
an electrical field below breakdown, as can be seen from 
eqn. 28. For thin metal layers and semiconductors, eqn. 29 
is more appropriate. Hence, the llf noise can only be 
expected below a critical frequency f c  

Again, the critical frequencyf, is independent of the size of 
the sample if R> R,. For thm metal films there is an 
absolute maximum value for the dissipated power density 
Pd = pJ2 = lo8 W/cm3 while avoiding damage. From eqn. 
30 it follows that at room temperature metals with an a 
value of lop4 will display llfnoise only forf < 250 Hz. 

With a resistivity of about p = 2 x 10-6Qcm, a limiting 
value for the current density of J = 7 x lo6 A/cm2 is found. 
At such current densities, an onset of electromigration goes 
hand in hand with current-induced resistance fluctuations. 
Resistance against time starts to show spikes and a drift in 
the resistance value. This results in a strong degradation and 
a typical llf current-induced noise, and finally damage [ 11. 
The corner frequency for semiconductors, biased at 
maximum current density J,,, = qnv,/,, is calculated as 
follows: 

3 a  
f < f c = G  

with z the collision time. Here we assume that the maximum 
value of pJ2 = 3kTnlz. For a semiconductor with an a 
value of 4 x lop5 and z = 10-'2s, the corner frequency can 
be as high as 3 x lo7 Hz. Here, the problems of an excessive 
tem erature increase in the semiconductor for n > 
lO"~m-~ is ignored. The background noise of the amplifier 
in eqns. 28-31 is igored compared to the thermal noise of 
the sample. This erroneously suggests that the number of 
carriers N and the distance between electrodes L does not 
play a role in the conditions for minimum electric field E or 
power density pJ2, which is necessary to see llf'noise above 
the thermal noise. For inhomogeneous samples (carbon 
resistors and grain-boundary structures) the empirical 
relation for llfnoise given in eqn. 16 cannot be used and 
the relative llfnoise must be expressed in the dimensionless 
parameter Clifas defined in eqn. 16. The corner frequency 
where the llfnoise equals the thermal noise in eqn. 30 then 
becomes in terms of Clr: 

( 32) 
12RC1 Jf 

f c  = ~ 4kT 

The llf'noise parameter CIK is inversely proportional to the 
volume of the sample. On the one hand it can be seen from 
eqn. 32 that for R > R, the length of the sample has 
no influence on J1.. On the other hand, decreasing the 
cross-section by a factor x increasesf, by a factor 3 for the 
same I. 

For homogeneous samples with a resistance R larger 
than R, the rule of thumb for detecting conductance 
fluctuations above thermal noise under reasonable bias 
conditions is N <  This criterion is calculated from eqn. 
29 by multiplying both sides of the equation with the 
volume of the sample which results in 

- 

(33) 
aP N<- 

4kTf 
where P is the power dissipation in the sample and f is the 
frequency at which llfnoise must be detectable. For real 
laboratory conditions with P = 200mW, a = 10-3,f = 
lo2 Hz, and 4kT = 1.6 x Joule, the relation N I l O I 4  
holds. 

5 

5. I Sensitivity coefficient in a distributed 
system 
The voltage fluctuation across a pair of contacts (terminals), 
where a constant current l i s  applied in an electrical network 
due to a resistance fluctuation can be calculated from a 
sensitivity coefficient 6 V/dR. From the Tellegen theorem 
[43] it follows that 

SV i2 
SR - Z 

with i the current through the fluctuating resistor. The noise 
in a resistive network due to a fluctuating resistance R 
where a current i flows is given by 

Conductance fluctuations and current crowding 

(34) - _ _  

(35) 

This is independent of the physical origin of the resistance 
fluctuations. Either a temperature-induced resistance fluc- 
tuation, a llf' or a generation-recombination noise induced 
resistance fluctuation can be calculated from eqn. 35. 

A distributed system can be considered as a limit case of 
a network, a local change in the resistivity p = I/o provokes 
a voltage fluctuation if a constant current source is applied 
[MI. The resistance R and conductance G between two 
electrodes is easily calculated using the total dissipated 
energy in the conductor. When a constant current I is 
passed through the electrodes, the power relation leads to: 

R = -  pJ2dSZ :1 L 
The total dissipated power 12R is the sum over the whole 
sample volume SZ of the power density multiplied by 
subvolumes dQ. The general eqns. 36u and 366 reduce to 
the well-known equation R = pL1A = 1/G for a homoge- 
neous sample with p (and a) uniform and subjected to 
uniform electric field E (J  is constant). The sensitivity 
coefficient 6 Vldp is taken from the derivative of 
V = (111) ss2 pJ2dQ, in the sub-area Ql where the resistivity 
increase dp occurs 

(37) 
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After multiplying eqn. 36b with V, it follows that I = 
(1 / V )  J, aE2dQ and the sensitivity coefficient 61/60 for a 
change 60 in an area Q, becomes under constant voltage 
bias (short-circuited current noise) 

(38) 

For a homogeneous increase in resistivity dp over the 
complete volume Q the integral must be taken over Q. The 
voltage or current fluctuation is given by the product of the 
sensitivity coefficient and 6p or 60. From eqns. 37 and 38 it 
follows that 

SV = f L, SpJ2dQ (39a) 

or 

If the llf noise source is spatially uncorrelated and 
distributed homogeneously over the sample, the empirical 
relation can be applied to a sub-volume where 
(6p) i  = p2a/nfdQ. This results in a noise voltage spectral 
density [45]: 

- 

For homogeneous samples, a, p and the concentration of 
free carriers n can be in front of the integral. The relative If 
noise is inversely proportional to N in homogeneous 
samples (see eqn. 16). For inhomogeneous current densities 
N in eqn. 16 has to be replaced by a reduced effective 
number N+f, From eqn. 36a it follows that 

In the latter expression of eqn. 41, the resistivity is assumed 
to be uniform and hence in front of the integral. Then the 
relative noise Sv/V2 becomes, from eqns. 40 and 41: 

with the effective number of carriers N& = nSZe,. The 
effective volume seems to be concentrated at the spots of the 
highest current density and can be much smaller than the 
complete sample volume Q. From the defimtion for 0 ,  in 
eqn. 42 we find 

IS, J2dQ1 < Q  s, J4dQ Q, = (43) 

Q ,  = Q only for uniform current density (J constant). 
When the resistivity is homogeneous and the current density 
is not, an effective volume and number of carriers should be 
introduced as given in eqn. 43 to calculate the l l f  noise or 
an a value instead of eqn. 16. 

5.2 Remarks about l / f  noise in inhomogeneous 
media 
(a) Deviations from homogeneity in electric field 
and current density in samples with homogeneous proper- 
ties in p ,  n and a result in an increase in excess noise. 
Examples: 

0 Electrical contacts, vias and conductive adhesives 

0 Granular thin layer with thickness 10 nm < t < 100 nm 
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0 Granular thck layers (poly silicon) 

0 Trimcuts in hgh  precision resistors 

pm < t < 1Opm 

(b) Interfaces are notorious for the excess noise, because 
local value of aip:/ni f K aijn) in the integral of eqn. 40 can 
be much hgher than outside the interface. Due to a poor 
local crystal quality or a native oxide. ai [5,46] and pi can be 
higher than outside the interface. Due to depletion at the 
crystal boundaries ni can be lower thus increasing If noise. 
This is understood without considering trapping as the 
origin of the 1 if noise. 
(c) The main reasons why llfnoise is a diagnostic tool for 
reliability and quality assessment of electronic devices are: 
(i) the strong sensitivity to current crowding and (ii) the 
strong sensitivit to the ultra-thin interfaces with high local 
values of ai/n?pi perpendicular to the current flow and (5) 
poor crystal quality shows up more pronounced in high a 
values than in low mobilities [5, 461. The above-mentioned 
trends in eqn. 40 about current crowding and interfaces do 
not invoke trapping (GN-fluctuations) as an explanation for 
the increase in noise. 
( d )  Apparent a values from misusing the empirical relation 
are often too hgh. Eqn. 16 is not suited for inhomogeneous 
materials. For inhomogeneous current densities the volume 
of the conducting material has to be replaced by an effective 
volume as shown in eqn. 43; and hence an effective number 
Nef has to be calculated before a can be calculated. Thick 
film resistors (TFRs) are said to form an inhomogeneous 
resistive network of conducting grains in an insulating matrix 
and the llfnoise can better not be represented by an a value. 

To illustrate the point that overlooking the current 
crowding problems can lead to apparent high a values, we 
propose a simple thought experiment L35]. A cube with a 
pair of opposite contacts with area 1 at a distance I is 
considered see Fig. 3 [36]. The volume l 3  has a uniform 
current and a uniform noise source characterised by a 
parameter a. In between the contacts we reduce the 
conducting zone to a circular spot with radius a. This 
reduced contact zone induces a constriction current flow 
and hgher measured noise [45]. Assuming hemispherical 
equipotential surfaces around the contact spot, the 
resistance is higher than R = p / l  and becomes 

Y 

P 
I 

Y 

Fig. 3 
with a reduced circular contact zone with diameter 2a 

Schematic representation of the homogeneous cubic volume 
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where a is the radius of the spot contact and p the resistivity 
of the material. The calculated effective volume Qejf is 
[26, 451 

nef- = 2oTa3 (45) 
This effective volume is introduced in the Hooge empirical 
relation. 

5 Overlooking the problem of current crowding and applyin 
the empirical relation for homogeneous media with s2 = 1 
instead of QG given by eqn. 45 results in overestimated 
apparent a values, which have nothing to do with the 
characteristic lif noise parameter of the material. The 
apparent noise parameter aupp can be calculated from the 
experimentally observed relative noise and the number of 
carriers N. The total number of free carriers is not always 
known and for homogeneous samples submitted to a 
homogeneous field it holds that N = 12/(q,uR). By 
overlooking the current crowding problems an apparent 
auPp is then calculated: 

SI 12 a! l2 
aapp = f --= f ____ -7raqpn (47) I 2  qpR n20-ira3 f qp 

so from the erroneous estimation of N = Z2/q,uR we call it 
aupp 1 : 

12 ' 
&ppl = a- 20a2 

This example shows that an inhomogeneous field can lead 
to a calculated noise parameter a,,,,, higher than the real- 
noise parameter a characteristic of the material. If one were 
to calculate CY ignoring current crowding from relation (eqn. 
1) by using 

N = nQ = n13 (49) 
with Q the volume of the conducting material, one will find 
another apparent a value given by aupp2 

Eqns. 48 and 50 in this approach for a/1<1/20 lead to 
apparent a values of at least a factor 15 higher than the real 
values describing the material properties. In general, the 
trimming of a resistor increases the noise owing to a 
reduction in effective volume by the enhanced current 
crowding (see eqn. 43). If the trimming process does not 
damage the material around the trim-cut, there is no reason 
for an increase in a. 

5.3 Conductance fluctuations in four-probe 
arrangements 
Conductance fluctuations are easily probed by passing a 
constant current through a pair of driver electrodes and 
measuring the voltage fluctuations across a separate pair of 
sensor electrodes. The excess noise voltage SV across the 
sensors is still proportional to the square of the current 
through the drivers. In the special case of perfect sensor- 
contact alignment, the average voltage across the sensor 
electrodes remains zero as in a perfect Hall voltage plate 
without applied magnetic field. The observed noise is then 
the so-called transverse noise and is not proportional to the 
square of the voltage across the sensors (because in the ideal 
case VQlQ2 = 0). Vandamme and van Bokhoven [44] have 
given a general relation for the noise voltage between 
arbitrarily shaped and placed sensors when a constant 

10 

current is applied to arbitrarily shaped and placed drivers: 

The integral must be taken over the whole sample except 
the electrodes. Eqn. 51 is quite similar to eqn. 40 except that 
the fourth power of the modulus of J is replaced by \J . jI2, 
which, is the square of the scalar product of the current - 
density caused by the current I through the drivers and 
adjoint current density j .  In a thought experiment, the 
adjoint current is the current that flows when the current 
source has been switched from the drivers to the sensors. 
This general relation was inspired by the sensitivity theorem 
in electrical networks based on the Tellegen theorem [43]. 
Areas with conductivity fluctuations where the J and j are 
perpendicular do not contribute to the observed voltage 
noise at the sensor contacts. For a given current Z at the 
driver contacts we always find the voltage fluctuations at the 
current contacts SvD hgher than at the sensor contacts SVQ. 
For a suppression of llfnoise of poor contacts, the pair of 
sensor electrodes must be in an area of low current density 
and for all contacts hold lJ . j l  + 0 [25, 441. 

6 
relation 

Discussion: merits and problems of the empirical 

One of the merits of applying the empirical relation is to 
check the bulk and contact contribution to the llfnoise and 
to check whether or not the noise source is distributed 
homogeneously in the volume of the sample (lluolume or 
more precisely I/N dependence). For example, in the 
smallest samples a possible deviation can be observed 
between experimental results and the simple empirical 
relation (eqn. 16). This points to inhomogeneities due to 
too small a thckness of layers, which can hardly be detected 
from a dependence of resistance on the cross-section. 
Inhomogeneities turn the comparison of the experimentally 
observed lif noise with the empirical relation into a 
diagnostic tool for quality assessment. Applying the 
empirical relation to samples with noise-free contacts can 
be seen as a crystal quality test. High values of a together 
with low mobilities are strong indicators of poor crystal 
quality [46] or grain boundaries leading to current, 
crowding on a microscopic scale [35]. Nowadays, it is 
rather common to characterise new crystal growth technol- 
ogies and crystal quality of, for example, GaN or carbon 
fibres by llfnoise in terms of a values [47-521. On the other 
hand, low a values and a high mobility point to a mature 
technology for the material, especially for polycrystalline 
material and polycrystalline thin-film transistors. In a good 
quality crystal material grown by for example MBE, a 
reduction in a often goes hand in hand with a reduction in 
the mobility due to scattering mechanisms additional to the 
lattice scattering [2, 39, 401. 

In summary, these are the most important points: 

0 The empirical relation is a useful tool in prediction the llf 
noise for downscaled devices like in (MOS transistors) [ 10, 
241. 

0 a values in Si can easily be as low as in bulk material 
and for MOS transistors t h s  enables us to predict corner 
frequencies between lif noise and the thermal noise of 
devices. 

0 a values above point to poor quality material or 
current crowding on a microscopic scale and often must be 
considered as apparent CY values [30, 35, 361. 
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e a value provides a useful measure about the strength of 
the llfnoise in a material independent of the volume or 
geometry of the sample. 

One of the problems in using the empirical relation for 
the llfnoise is the fact that a relation is used where a is a 
dimensionless parameter only for pure llfnoise, whle on 
the other hand the observed low-frequency noise often has a 
frequency dependence, such as SR cc llf’ with 0 . 8 5 ~ 1  
1.2. Here, we would like to stress that sometimes y vales are 
presented out of the above region. This is often due to 
overloolung the fact that an observed spectrum consist of 
more different components or the frequency index is taken 
from too short a frequency range, where the background 
noise is not or badly corrected. A second origin for low y 
values is a misinterpretation of a plateau value of a 
Lorentzian in competition with Ilfnoise. This always results 
in y values I 0.8. High y values (i.e. y 2 1.2) often stem 
from the superpositions of genuine noise and temperature 
drifts in the sample due to hgh  bias conditions, or a 
competition between the llfand llf2 part of a Lorentzian 
contribution. Apart from the two artefacts y l  0.8 and y 
2 1.2, there are theoretical and practical problems to catch 
such experimental results with one single dimensionless a 
value. The practical problem is not too serious and it does 
not influence the precision of the a value. Now let us 
calculate the errors. Consider a measured, real spectrum 
S=A/(flfo)’ = Afhlf’ within the limits Jt and fi 
whose central frequency on the logarithrmc scale is fo = 
cfh xf;>’”. The variance dLul ,  in the band widthJt-J for y 
# 1 then becomes: 

To apply the empirical eqn. 16 and so obtain an a value 
interpretation, the measured spectrum Sy? = A/cflfo0>’ is 
approached by a llf spectrum Sly = AfoK This 
approximation assumes a spectrum whose value at the 
middle frequency fo coincides with the measured spectrum, 
i.e. A = SUO) = ~,,cfo).  The erroneous variance in 
this approximation then becomes: 

The error in the approximation expressed by the ratio 
variances d ;eul /d becomes: 

The ratio between the spectral values Sre, and Slr at 1 Hz 
becomes: 

( 5 5 )  

The results are shown for different y values and strengths of 
the low-frequency noise (or bandwidths) in Table 1. In the 
thought experiment we choose f i  = 1 Hz, fh = 102Hz, 
104Hz and 106Hz, respectively. Although the errors in 
spectral values at 1 Hz can be large (a factor 1/4 or 4), the 
errors in the variances are rather low considering the 
scattering of noise results. 

From experimental results it is observed that the relative 
llfnoise at a fixed frequency can scatter from one device to 
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Table 1: Systematic errors due to a llfnoise approach for a 
1/P noise 

fb (Hz) /h (Hz) 102/10 1 04/1 o2 10~11 o3 
~~~ 

y = 0.8 0.63 1.036 0.4 1.15 0.25 1.35 

y = 1.2 1.58 1.036 2.5 1.15 4 1.35 

The data table shows the pairs (SreUI/SlU.at 1 Hz &$/A$ for several 
fh/fo with fo = (fhxft)ln as calculated from eqns. 55 and 54, 
respectively,f; = 1 Hz 

another by a factor of three at least, so a systematic error 
introduced by characterising the spectrum with a frequency 
index 0.8 5 y 5 1.2 by a genuine llfnoise introduces only 
an error of 30% at most, which is acceptable. For the above 
mentioned reasons CI must not be expressed with a high 
precision. 

7 Conclusions 

We derived the criteria to observe llfconductance noise. 
The total number of free carriers N < 1014. We calculate 
that for samples with a resistance value of the order of the 
input impedance of the voltage amplifier a low-noise current 
amplifier is a better choice for measuring resistance 
fluctuations under constant voltage bias than under 
constant current. 

The application of the empirical relation for low- 
frequency noise with SR cc l/f’ with 0.8 < y < 1.2 is 
acceptable considering the precision in variance over a 
limited bandwidth. The application of the empirical relation 
is very useful for distinguishing between bulk and contact 
contributions to the llf noise. Current crowding on a 
microscopic scale in inhomogcneous materials always leads 
to apparent high a values. Therefore llfnoise can be used as 
a diagnostic tool for the quality assessment of materials and 
devices. 

The empirical relation does not suggest a physical model 
to explain the llfdependence of the spectrum. This can be 
considered a weakness and a drawback or a merit because 
there still is a stimulation to find a physical origin in terms 
of mobility fluctuations. The McWhorter model claims a 
solution for the shape of the spectrum but is not general at 
all and does not consider the bulk effect. 
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